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Maintaining an Integrated Value Model Supporting continuous improvementIdentify related
performance metrics within
source documents

To develop an IVM, identify the related components across sources.

Storing the relationships as data enables programmatic reporting and 
visualization capabilities.

linkedin.com/in/ryanjwold
linkedin.com/in/basilwhite
linkedin.com/in/bethannmartin

basilwhite.com/ivm
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Integrated Value Model (IVM) Group 
https://www.linkedin.com/groups/13929142/

See the value streams in your organization
Organizational contextPlanning documents Encoding sources and components

Map each assertion in each P5 document to its 
corresponding, originating reference in another 
source document.

Policies
Plans
Priorities
Programs
Performance Measures

P5
documents

Organizations have policies, plans, 
priorities, programs, and performance 
measures (P5), that guide agency 
operations.

Too often, P5 documents are created and 
tracked by different teams who don't 
know how the P5 influence each other or 
how they mutually contribute to a shared 
outcome.

Integrated Value Modeling, or “IVM” can 
help ensure alignment toward outcomes.

Integrated Value Model

Communicate supporting, upstream relationships in an organization.
What policy gave rise to this?  Is it enacted? Does it need modification?

See the whole
When the IVM database is populated, 

you can represent the organizations P5 
as a neural network. 

This also allows you to represent an 
element of P5 within its subnetwork, 

which is useful for many kinds of 
communicating, revising and planning.

Decisions can be made with 
more organizational context; 
more situational awareness.

Communicate dependent, downstream relationships.
Answer business questions, such as: Who's working on Telemedicine? 

and the parts

Rules

TIP:

Keep an eye out for

Goals
Measures

Acknowledge the operational 
interdependencies and stakeholders in 
your organization’s ecosystem.

Beth Martin
Basil White
Ryan Wold

Integrated
Value
Model

DISCOVERY CONTEXT ORGANIZATION SHARING APPLICATION

Relationships among 
programs, policies, 
plans, priorities, and 
performance 
measures.

All national policies

Joint committee 
responsibilities, gaps 
and synergies

Strategic planning & 
value in the context 
of P5

Comprehensive, 
integrated 
organizational plans

Network depicting 
how P5 adds and 
receives value

New leadership 
onboarding and 
transition planning

Risk mitigation

Partnerhips and 
stakeholder plans 
and programs

Understand and drive 
communication 
around P5

Create a policy 
library by mapping 
directives to US 
Code

Communicate 
programs and 
products to 
stakeholders

Holistic systemic 
change to P5 and 
how P5 interact

Show how business 
functions support 
policies and laws

Congressional 
budget requests

Executive orders

START SMALL

One person can do this in three months 
full-time, or six months part-time.

UPKEEP IS LIGHT

One person may spend four hours a 
week to maintain and update new P5.

JEC Guidance Memo
FY 2019-20

VSO 2021 Independent 
Budget

Strategic Plan
Policy
Formal agenda

Enabling 
Source

Dependent
Source

Plan objective
Policy provision
Agenda item

Enabling 
Component

Dependent
Component

includes one 
or more

is an element 
of

includes one 
or more

if the end-state is 
reached,
the Dependent 
Component moves 
closer to its end 
state, too

Extension of certain 
MWR privileges to 
certain Veterans and 
their caregivers.

Women’s Health 
Program

Expand resarch on 
emerging conditions 
prevalent among newer 
veterans

Hire transitioning SMs 
into VHA to key clinical 
and adminstrative 
positions

Veterans peer support 
specialist at each 
medical center

Federal electronic 
health record 
modernization program 
office

EXAMPLE IVM


